We are very grateful to the reviewer for his positive assessment of the manuscript, valuable comments and helpful suggestions. All comments have, where possible, been addressed or answered. Replies are inline in blue.

**RC2: 'Comment on amt-2023-48', Daven Henze, 14 Jul 2023**

The manuscript by Clarisse et al. describes a new NH3 retrieval from IASI, which has the improvement of including averaging kernels as well as fixing some other consistency issues. The introduction of averaging kernels for the standard IASI product is a welcome addition to the retrieval product that has been on the wishlist of potential users for more than a decade, as it allows for models to be fairly compared to the satellite retrieval data. This is thus an important and significant step forward and will likely ensure that IASI NH3 data is used in more quantitative model-based studies in the future. Overall, the article is very well written and logically sound. The recapitulation of some theory is highly appreciated, as it provides a self-contained, consistent overview of DOAS and optimal estimation retrieval theory and notation. My main request is that the article touch on, if only cursorily, how the updates made here are expected to impact comparisons of IASI data to in situ measurements (where not directly comparable, one can consider spatial gradients, season and annual trends, etc.). Following the addition of such content, and addressing a few small issues below, the article is suitable for publication in AMT.

**Major comment:**

While it is interesting to compare to the v3 retrieval and an optimal estimation retrieval, there’s no comment on how the updates may address any comparison to in situ measurements. I recognize that column NH3 observations aren’t available from many in situ measurements, but ground-based surface concentration measurements can be used to evaluate gradients, seasons trends, and annual trends. Models can also be used as a transfer function to relate in situ measurements to satellite-observed column concentrations, as a means of evaluation. While a detailed comparison using models may be beyond the scope of a retrieval algorithm paper, some discussion of bias and error relative to in situ measurement is still warranted, and feasible. Thus I’d request the following questions be addressed at a minimum: based on all prior application studies with the IASA products, was there a suspected under-estimation of NH3, especially in more remote areas? Is v4 an improvement in this regard? To what extent does the new temporal trend correction improve comparison of trends to in situ measurements?

We agree that these are important questions, but we think that a comprehensive discussion or validation is well outside of the scope of the present paper. We have now added a paragraph discussing validation and possible underestimation of the IASI NH3 product. However, we did not touch on the complex topic of trend comparisons of satellite columns vs in situ measurements, as, from our experience, these are very difficult to make, given the limited spatial representativity of in situ measurements and the fact that NH3 columns are much more impacted by long term trends of other inorganic pollutants (NOx, SO2) than in situ concentrations (e.g. Lachatre et al., 2019). The paragraph that was added reads:

The last detailed global validation of the IASI NH3 product was based on a comparison of ground-based FTIR measurements of NH3 with the LUT-based NH3 product, where a low bias around 35% was found (Dammers et al., 2016). Since then, two independent validation studies have been conducted. One study (Guo et al., 2021) compared IASI ANNI v3 with in situ measurements in Colorado, U.S. and found regression slopes ranging from 0.78 to 1.1, and intercepts of the order of 1·10^15 to 2·10^15 molec./cm². The second study (Wang et al., 2022) compared IASI NH3 columns with columns obtained from FTIR measurements in Hefei, China. Here, mean differences around 3.5·10^15 molec./cm² (IASI being lower)
were found and regression slopes close to one. Given the results of the comparison with the OEM method, we do not expect any significant bias in v4 for columns above $1 \times 10^{16}$ molec./cm$^2$ in comparisons that correct for the vertical profile assumption of the retrieval. A comprehensive validation of the v4 product is foreseen within the framework of ESA’s aerosol and ozone precursor project, that should confirm this, as well as assess the performance of the algorithm on low columns.


Minor comments and edits:

61: What is the reason for applying a scaling factor as $1/SF \times HRI$ rather than $SF \times HRI$? Is there a numerical benefit to this formulation?

In earlier versions the SF was defined the other way around. It was changed in v2, for reasons related to the training of the network. We refer to Van Damme et al. (2017) for a detailed explanation. In short: when $COL=HRI/SF$, large SF correspond to favorable measurement conditions; SF near zero to limited measurement sensitivity. During training, the cost function of the neural network is minimized with respect to difference in scaling factor. With the old definition, measurements with no sensitivity had a very large SF ($\sim 1/\text{zero}$) and could dominate the training process. With the current definition of SF, measurements with the best sensitivity carry the most weight in the training, while measurements with no sensitivity least.

75-80: What is the origin / significance of the factors of 1.5 in the filtering criteria Eq. (4) and (5)? Also, is my reading of the Eq. (5) filter correct in that negative column concentrations are allowed but only when HRI is not more than 50% above background? Lastly, what is the background value, B? Is it actually zero or an arbitrarily small number?

Both constants were set by looking at both single and averaged data, to exclude unphysical data. That is: the negatives and very large values over remote areas should average out, but if they are so large that they do not, the postfilter should remove them. As for Eq. (5), this puts a cap specifically on negative columns. In general, negatives occur when the sign of the HRI is opposite that of the thermal contrast (e.g., positive TC and negative HRI) and there are very good reasons for conserving these negatives (see Whitburn et al., 2016 and Clarisse et al., 2019). Negatives are mostly due to noise on the HRI (resulting in an HRI of the “wrong” sign) and such negatives average out over many measurements. However, they can also be caused by errors in the assumed vertical NH$_3$ profile or errors in the temperature profile/surface temperature, in which case they do not average out. Eq. (5) specifically targets such cases by excluding observations with large HRIs and negative columns. For the final question: the background B is 0 for v4, and we have now made this clearer in the manuscript. In future version it could be set to a small value $\sim 10^{14} – 10^{15}$ molec.cm$^{-2}$ to reflect columns found in the most remote areas. We have added a sentence in the manuscript referring to see Whitburn et al., 2016 and Clarisse et al., 2019 for a discussion on negative columns.


164: off —> of

This has been corrected.
As a user of DOAS and optimal estimation retrievals, I found Sections 3.3 and 3.4 very valuable, in terms of drawing similarities and differences between the two types of averaging kernels and how they are used. The additional discussion of the two approaches for making “apples to apples” comparisons of modeled to retrieved values (and the note on when they are equivalent, as a ratio) is, while not new, extremely useful for new users to have laid out in a single paper with consistent and clear notation.

Thank you very much for this comment.

287 and Fig 3: I agree the deviations of the overall set of samples from unity is small. It would though be interesting to see if there are regional biases. Showing only a single day makes it hard to discern any gradients between the missing values, and also for this day in particular many global hotspots are omitted. Could the authors instead or additionally show means for normalization factors averaged across a much longer period?

We have now added a panel with a year average. The results confirm what was observed on a single day. Small biases are observed though at high latitude and in regions affected by low clouds. We revised the discussion of this figure in view of the update.

Section 4.1: I think the authors means pseudo-inverse, not generalized inverse. A generalized inverse is a more general, less restrictive, non-unique notion of matrix inverse. I don’t think that’s what they are using here. Rather, I note the way they are using a truncated eigenvalue decomposition to represent the inverse is the same as a truncated SVD decomposition (given that S is symmetric, and the eigenvalues position), which is based on the pseudo-inverse that omits all vectors associated with zero (or effectively zero, numerically) singular values. I also note that Rodgers refers to this as a pseudo-inverse. I’m not familiar with their other reference.

Thank you for this comment. The pseudoinverse is a special case of a generalized inverse (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Generalized_inverse). In our case, for a symmetric matrix, what we calculate is indeed equivalent to the pseudoinverse (or Moore-Penrose inverse), and so we have now adopted this more precise naming throughout.

Fig 7: Are the v4 values here the final ones, after bias correction? Can the values <0 be shown as well? Are there more, or less, in v4 than v3? The text says there are few <0 for v4 in a long term average, but as a user I’m more interested in the statistics of the daily data (otherwise I need to consider time-averaging the data prior to assimilation, and it’s not clear how to time-average the AVKs). I see later in Fig 9 that v4 values < 0 are appreciable, so I think they should be shown here as well.

Yes, these are the final values. The values smaller than zero are in fact already shown. To make this clearer, both axes have been extended further. Note that it is the post filter that removes most of the large negative values, while it is by design that the small negatives are kept (by letting instrumental noise affect the column in both positive and negative directions, unbiased averages can be obtained, as explained in Whitburn et al., 2016 and Clarisse et al., 2019). As can be seen from the plot the number of negative values has not changed significantly between the two versions.

Fig 7: Showing a slope fit to only a subset of values is a bit odd. Perhaps show a reduced major axis fit, or just report the correlation?

The relation is not exactly linear, and a single slope from all data doesn’t match the data visually. But we agree that it is a bit strange, and therefore removed the slope information from the graph. Instead,
we updated the range 15-20 % in the text to 10-20 % to encompass all HRI values (10% for the lowest HRI, 20% for the highest).

Fig 8: I suggest adding labels to the lat/lon lines, or removing them. Otherwise I’m not sure what purpose they serve.

We tried adding labels but found these too distracting. We clarified them instead in the caption: “Parallels are drawn every 15° and meridians every 30°.”

464: Remove the comma after separately

This has been corrected.

467: errors —> error

This has been corrected.

481: without an

This has been corrected.

485: profiles,

This has been corrected.

510: Having participated in several such studies, I would say these uncertainties strike me as considerably underestimated.

Estimating uncertainties on the vertical profile is very difficult, as this really depends on local conditions. We will keep this comment in mind in future revisions of the product.

Other changes

In addition to the changes related to reviewer comments, we also fixed an error in equation (65) and made corrections in the acknowledgments.